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Abstract

The entire world is looking to fulfill the need of the hour
in terms of security. Certificateless cryptography is an ef-
ficient approach studied widely due to two reasons: first,
it eliminates the need of certificate authority in public
key infrastructure and second, it can resolve key escrow
problem of ID-based cryptography. Recently, Zhang et al.
proposed a novel security scheme based on RSA, applica-
ble to real life applications but could not cope up with the
well defined attacks. This paper, presents an RSA-based
CertificateLess Signature (RSA-CLS) scheme applicable
to wireless sensor networks. The security of RSA-CLS is
based on the hardness assumption of Strong RSA. The
scheme is proven to be secure against Type I and Type II
attack in random oracle model.

Keywords: Certificateless public key cryptography, digital
signature, RSA

1 Introduction

Express progress in the field of technology made it feasi-
ble to foster wireless sensor networks technology [1, 7, 21].
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are comprised of large
number of tiny sensor nodes with constrained resources
in terms of processing power, energy and storage. WSN
can be used in various applications mainly environmental
monitoring, medical, military, and agriculture [1]. Since,
devices used in sensor networks is not tamper resistant,
so adversary can gain its physical access easily. Hence,
the main objective is to protect the data from unautho-
rized access, which can be done by using some security
mechanisms [6, 9, 29]. The technology faces lots of secu-
rity problems as it has a wireless mode of communication
and access to such sensor devices is quite easy. There are
two approaches to restrict the unauthorized access in to
the network: symmetric cryptography [39] and asymmet-
ric cryptography [30]. Initially, symmetric algorithms are
preferable to asymmetric algorithms, as they are simple
and less computational for 8-bit micro-controller. Sym-
metric algorithms need key pre-distribution. The prob-

lem with this approach is the number of keys stored in
each sensor node and the network is not forward secure
after the compromising of the key. Moreover, it causes
greater configuration effort before deployment and gener-
ating ample traffic, thus consequently higher energy con-
sumption [8]. As a result, researchers are redirecting their
attention to asymmetric algorithms but asymmetric algo-
rithms are very challenging for constrained resources in
WSN.

In traditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the
user selects a public key but it needs to be validated
by a trusted third party known as Certificate Authority
(CA) [3]. The CA provides a digital certificate to tag the
public key with the user’s identity. PKI has a problem of
high computation and storage. To avoid this, Shamir [24]
introduced the concept of Identity-based Infrastructure.
It allows the user to choose a public key of its own choice
such as email-id, phone number, name, etc. and the pri-
vate key is generated by trusted third party server, Pri-
vate Key Generator (PKG) causing a key escrow problem.
Then, Al-Riyami et al. [2] presented a novel approach to
solve the key escrow problem familial to Identity-based
Cryptography (IBC) and eliminated the use of certificates
in traditional Public Key Cryptography (PKC) known as
CertificateLess Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC). In
CL-PKC, the trusted third party server, Key Generation
Centre (KGC) generates a partial private key for the user
wherein user’s secret key and partial private key are used
to generate public key of the user. In other words, CL-
PKC differs from IBC in terms of arbitrary public key
and when a signature is transmitted, user’s public key is
attached with it but not certified by any of the trusted
authority. Thus, the KGC does not come to know the
secret key of the user.

Thereafter, lots of CertificateLess Signature (CLS)
schemes based on Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP)
have been presented and cryptanalyzed [12, 15, 17, 36].
Later, CLS schemes based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Log-
arithm Problem (ECDLP) has been presented and crypt-
analyzed such as [10, 27, 28, 35, 40, 41]. Xu et al. [33, 34]
presented two CLS schemes for emergency mobile wireless
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cyber-physical systems and mobile wireless cyber-physical
systems respectively. But Zhang et al. [37] proved it in-
secure against public key replacement attack. Another,
authenticated scheme for WSN was presented by Li et
al. [19].

Since, the pairing operation is the most expensive op-
eration among all, so there was a need to find the solution.
In 2009, Wang et al. [31] presented a scheme which need
not to compute the pairing at the sign stage, rather it pre-
computes and publishes as the system parameters. But,
this is not the solution for the removal of pairing opera-
tion. In 2011, He et al. [13] developed an efficient short
CLS scheme without pairing. After a while, few schemes
have been presented and cryptanalyzed based on ECDLP
without pairing [11, 26].

Another aspect of pairing free CLS scheme was pre-
sented by Zhang et al. [38] in 2012, based on Strong RSA
assumption and proven to be secure against Super Type I
adversary in random oracle model. But, proved insecure
in [14, 25] independently against key replacement attack.
Watro et al. [32] initiated the concept of RSA based cryp-
tography in public-key based protocols for wireless sensor
networks known as TinyPK. Bellare et al. [5] presented
an Identity-Based Multi-Signature (IBMS) scheme based
on RSA, which is secure under the one-wayness of RSA
in the random oracle model.

This paper presents a new RSA-based Certificateless
Signature (RSA-CLS) scheme for WSN based Strong RSA
assumption and proven to be secure against Super Type I
and Super Type II attacks in random oracle model.

1.1 Organization of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, we will discuss motivation and our contri-
bution. Section 2 describes preliminaries, which includes
complexity assumptions, formal model and security model
of CLS scheme. Section 3, describes the proposed RSA-
based CertificateLess Signature (RSA-CLS) scheme. Sec-
tion 4 discusses about the analysis of the proposed RSA-
CLS scheme, including security proofs against Type I and
Type II adversary in the random oracle model and per-
formance analysis w.r.t WSN followed by conclusion.

1.2 Motivation and Our Contribution

The real truth is far from imagination, i.e. there are many
theories proposed for secure transmission. At present
most of the theories are on paper but far from the real
application. RSA has been implemented already in var-
ious applications like WSN, cloud computing etc. So, it
would be preferable to upgrade the existing system rather
implementing a new system. In present scenario, CL-
PKC is the most convincing approach to provide secure
communication. The main benefits of RSA based Certifi-
cateLess Signature (RSA-CLS) scheme is to avoid pair-
ing operations which is the most expensive operation for
resource-constrained WSN. Zhang et al. [38] proposed a

scheme and claimed that their scheme based on Strong
RSA assumption, is: (i) more practical as far as industry
standard goes, (ii) secure in random oracle model, (iii)
more efficient than existing schemes as no pairing opera-
tion is involved, (iv) secure against Super Type I (discuss
in Section 2.3) adversary [16] (which implies the security
against Strong and Normal Type both) and left an open
problem of designing of CLS scheme secure in standard
model. Sharma et al. [25] and He et al. [14] independently
found that the scheme [38] is not secure against key re-
placement attack. Sharma et al. [25] proved that the [38]
is insecure against Strong Type I attack. In Strong Type I
attack, the adversary has a privilege to choose a private
key, and query the challenger to replace the public key
and breach the security of the scheme. We have avoid
such kind of attack in scheme [38], by modifying the value
of R1 = H0(ID)r1 to R1 = xeIDH0(ID)r1 and the corre-
sponding value of u1.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly review some fundamental con-
cepts akin to CLs, which includes formal model and secu-
rity notions. We further state the hardness assumptions
required in the proposed RSA-CLS scheme.

2.1 Complexity Assumptions

In this section, we describe the complexity assumptions
which are requisite for the security proof of the pro-
posed scheme. The security of our proposed signature
scheme will be attenuated to the hardness of the Strong
RSA Assumption [22] in the group in which the signature
is constructed. We briefly review the definition of the
Strong RSA Assumption and Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem (DLP) [20]:

Definition 1. (Strong RSA Assumption). Let n = pq
be an RSA-like modulus and let G be a cyclic subgroup
of Z∗n of order #G, dlog2(#G)e = lG. Given (n, e) and
z ∈ G, the strong RSA problem consists of finding u ∈ Zn
satisfying z = ue mod n.

Definition 2. (Discrete Logarithm Problem). Let n = pq
be a RSA modular number which satisfying p = 2p′ + 1,
q = 2q′ + 1, g ∈ Z∗n is a generator of order p′q′, for given
elements g, y, n, its goal is to compute the exponent x
such that y = gx mod n.

2.2 Formal Model of Certificateless Sig-
nature Scheme

This section describes the formal model of a certificateless
signature scheme, which consists of seven polynomial-time
algorithms. These are:

Setup. This algorithm is run by the KGC to initialize
the system. It takes as input a security parameter
1k and outputs a list of system parameters params
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and the master secret key d. The system parameters
params is public to all where as the master secret
key d is known to KGC only.

Partial-Private-Key-Extraction. This algorithm is
run by the KGC, takes the system parameters
params, master secret key d, and an identity ID ∈
{0, 1}∗ as input, and outputs the partial private key
dID, which is sent to the user via a secure channel.

Set-Secret-Value. This is a probabilistic algorithm, run
by the user. It takes the system parameters params
and the user’s identity ID as input and outputs a
secret value xID.

Set-Private-Key. This is a deterministic algorithm, run
by the user. It takes the system parameters params,
a partial private key dID, and a secret value xID as
inputs and outputs a full private key SKID .

Set-Public-Key. This is a deterministic algorithm, run
by the user. It takes the system parameters params,
the user’s identity dID, and the private key SKID =
(dID, xID) as inputs and outputs a public key PKID.

CL-Sign. This algorithm is run by the user, takes the
system parameters params, the user’s identity ID,
and the private key SKID and a message M as input
and outputs a correct certificateless signature δ on
message M .

CL-Verify. This algorithm is run by the user, takes the
system parameters params, the user’s identity ID,
public key PKID, message M , and the signature δ
as input and outputs true if the signature is correct,
or else false.

2.3 Security Models

As for security model [16], a CLS scheme is different from
an ordinary signature scheme. Certificateless signature
scheme is vulnerable to two types (Type I and Type II)
of adversaries. The adversary AI in Type I represents
a normal third party attacker against the CLS scheme.
That is, AI is not allowed to access to the master key
but AI may request public keys and replace public keys
with values of its choice. The adversary AII in Type II
represents a malicious KGC who generates partial private
keys of users. The adversary AII is allowed to have access
to the master-key but not replace a public key.

3 Proposed RSA-based Cer-
tificateless Signature Scheme
(RSA-CLS)

In this section, we describe the proposed certificateless
signature scheme based on Strong RSA assumption. The
scheme works as follows.

Setup: Given a security parameter 1k as input, a RSA
group (n, p, q, e, d) is generated, where p′ and q′ are
two large prime numbers which satisfy p = 2p′ + 1
and q = 2q′ + 1, n = pq is a RSA modular num-
ber, e < φ(n) is the public key of Key Genera-
tion Center (KGC) and satisfies gcd(e, φ(n) = 1 and
ed ≡ 1 mod φ(n), where φ(n) denotes the Euler To-
tient function. Choose two cryptographic hash func-
tions H and H0 which satisfy H0 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗n and
H : Z4

n × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l, where l is a security pa-
rameter. The master secret key is d and the public
parameters of system is params = {n, e,H,H0}.

Partial-Key-Extract: For a user with identity ID ∈
{0, 1}∗, KGC computes partial private key by using
the master secret key as dID = H0(ID)d mod n.

Set-Secret-Value: Given params and an identity ID,
the user randomly chooses xID ∈ Z2|n|/2−1 , where |n|
denotes the binary length of n.

Set-Private-Key: Given the partial private key dID and
the secret value xID of a user with identity ID, out-
put SKID = (xID, dID).

Set-Public-Key: Given the partial private key dID and
the secret value xID of a user with identity ID, out-
put PKID = H0(ID)xID mod n.

Sign: Given a message m and system parameters
params, a user with identity ID computes the fol-
lowing steps by using its private key.

1) Randomly choose two numbers r1, r2 ∈
Z2|n|/2−1 .

2) Compute R1 = xeIDH0(ID)r1 mod n and R2 =
H0(ID)r2 mod n.

3) Compute h = H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,m).

4) Set u1 = xIDd
r1−h
ID mod n and u2 = r2 − xIDh.

5) Finally, the resultant certificateless signature on
message m is δ = (u1, u2, h).

Verify: Given a certificateless signature δ = (u1, u2, h)
on message m, a verifier executes as follows:

1) Compute R′1 = ue1H0(ID)h mod n and R′2 =
H0(ID)u2PKh

ID mod n.

2) Accept, if and only if the following
equation holds h = H(ue1H0(ID)h mod
n,H0(ID)u2PKh

ID mod n, ID, PKID,m).

Correctness: In the following, we show that our scheme
is correct and satisfies completeness.

H(ue
1H0(ID)h, H0(ID)u2PKh

ID mod n, ID, PKID,m)

= H((xIDdr1−h
ID )eH0(ID)h,

H0(ID)r2−xIDhPKh
ID mod n, ID, PKID,m)

= H(xe
IDH0(ID)d(r1−h)eH0(ID)h,

H0(ID)r2−xIDh+xIDh mod n, ID, PKID,m)

= H(xe
IDH0(ID)r1 , H0(ID)r2 mod n, ID, PKID,m)

= h.
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4 Analysis of RSA-CLS Scheme

4.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that the proposed scheme is se-
cure against Type I and Type II adversaries defined in
Section 2.3 in the random oracle model H0 and H. The
following theorems are provided for the security.

Theorem 1. If there exists a Type I adversary AI
who can ask at most qH0

and qH Hash queries to ran-
dom oracles H0 and H, qs Sign queries, qppk Partial-
Private-Key-Extract queries, and qp Private-Key-
Extract queries, and can break the proposed scheme in
polynomial time τ with success probability ε, then there
exists an algorithm β that solves the RSA problem with

advantage, η >
(qs+1)(qs+qH0

)ε

2lqHτ(qppk+qp+qs+1)
.

Proof. If there exists an adversary AI , who can break the
proposed certificateless signature scheme. Then, we can
construct another adversary β, known as RSA adversary,
such that β can use AI as a black-box and solve the RSA
problem. The aim is to find ye = z, where y ∈ Z∗n in n
RSA modulus and (n, e, z) is an instance of RSA problem.

Setup: The adversary β selects two hash functions H0

and H as random oracle. d is the master secret key,
which satisfies ed ≡ 1 mod φ(n) and is unknown to
β. The system parameters (e, n) is public to all. The
adversary β maintains three lists H0-list, H-list and
KeyList, which are initially empty. The adversary β
sends (e, n, z,H0, H) as a final output to the adver-
sary AI .

Queries: At any time, AI is allowed to access the follow-
ing oracles in a polynomial number of times. Then,
β simulates the oracle queries of AI as follows:

1) H0-Hash Queries: AI can query the random
oracle H0 at any time with an identity ID. In
response to these queries, β flips a biased coin ∈
{0, 1} at random such that Pr[coin = 0] = ρ.
Then, β randomly chooses tID ∈ Zn and com-
pute h0ID = zcoint

e
ID and send it to AI . β add

(ID, h0, tID, coin) to the H0-list.

2) H-Hash Queries: AI can query the ran-
dom oracle H at any time with h =
H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,m). For each query
(R1, R2, ID, PKID,m), β first checks the H-list :

a. If (R1, R2, ID, PKID,m, h) exists in the H-
list, then β sets H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,m) =
h and returns h to AI .

b. Else, β randomly chooses h ∈ Z∗n, and add
the record (R1, R2, ID, PKID,m, h) to the
H-list. β sends h toAI as the corresponding
response.

3) Partial-Private-Key-Extract Queries: At
any time, AI can query the oracle by giving
an identity ID. β outputs a symbol ⊥ if ID

has not been created. Else, if ID has been cre-
ated and coin = 0, then β returns tID to the
adversary AI . Otherwise, β returns failure and
terminates the simulation.

4) Public-Key-Request Queries: At any time,
AI can query the oracle by giving an identity
ID. β randomly chooses xID ∈ Z2|n|/2−1 and
searches the H0-list for (ID, h0ID, tID, coin).
Then, β adds (ID, PKID = h0ID

xID , xID, coin)
to KeyList and send PKID to AI .

5) Private-Key-Extract: For a given identity
ID chosen by AI , β searches (ID, h0ID, tID,
coin) in the H0-list. If coin = 1, then β aborts
it, else, β searches (ID, PK = h0ID

xID , xID,
coin) in the KeyList. β return SKID = (xID,
tID) to AI as a final output.

6) Public-Key-Replace Queries: AI can re-
quest a query to replace public key PKID of
an identity ID with a new public key PK ′ID
chosen by AI itself. As a result, β replaces the
original public key PKID with PK ′ID if ID has
been created in the H0-list. Otherwise, output
⊥.

7) Sign Queries: For each query on an in-
put (m, ID), output ⊥ if ID has not been
queried before. For any input (m, ID) with
ID which has already been queried, β searches
H0-list and KeyList for (ID, h0ID, tID, coin) and
(ID, PKID, xID, coin). If coin = 0, then β pro-
duces a certificateless signature δ on message m
by the returned private key (xID, tID). Other-
wise, β computes as follows:

a. β randomly chooses u1 ∈ Z∗n, h ∈ {0, 1}l,
and u2 ∈ Z2|n|/2−1 .

b. β computes R1 = ue1H0(ID)h and R2 =
H0(ID)u2PKID

h, where PKID may be a
replaced public key.

c. β searches whether (R1, R2, ID, PKID,m)
exists in the H-list. If it exists, then abort
it. Else, β sets H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,m) =
h and adds (R1, R2, ID, PKID,m, h) in the
H-list.

d. The resultant signature δ = (u1, u2, h) is
returned to AI .

Output: After all the queries, AI outputs a forgery
(ID?, PK?

ID,m
?, δ? = (u1

?, u2
?, h?)) and win this

game. It must satisfy the following conditions:

1) If δ? is a valid forgery, then h? =
H(R1

?, R2
?, PKID? , ID?,m), which is in the H-

list, where R1
? = u1

?eH0(ID?)
h?

and R2
? =

H0(ID?)
u2

?

PKh?

ID?).

2) coin? = 1 of the record (ID?, h0ID? , tID? , coin?)
in the H0-list.
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By applying Forking Lemma [22], after replaying AI
with the same random tape but different choices of
oracle H, β can obtain another valid certificateless
signature (ID?, PKID? ,m?, δ′

?
= (u′1

?
, u′2

?
, h′

?
)).

Then, they should satisfy R1
? = u1

?eH0(ID?)h
?

and
R1

? = u′1
?e
H0(ID?)h

′?
. Thus, we have the following

relation

u1
?eH0(ID?)h

?

= u′1
?e
H0(ID?)h

′?

(
u1
?

u′1
? )e = H0(ID?)h

′?−h?

(
u1
?

u′1
? )e = (ztID?

e)h
′?−h?

(
u1
?

tID?
h′?−h?

u′1
? )e = (z)h

′?−h?

.

Because e is a prime number, it means that
gcd(e, h′

? − h?) = 1, then there exists two numbers
a, b satisfying ae + b(h′

? − h?) = 1. Thus, we can
obtain

z = zae+b(h
′?−h?)

= zaezb(h
′?−h?)

= zae(
u1
?

tID?
h′?−h?

u′1
? )eb

= (za(
u1
?

tID?
h′?−h?

u′1
? )
b

).

e

This shows that the RSA problem can be solved by
β. Hence, it is in contradiction to the RSA problem.

Analysis: We show that β solves the given instance of
the RSA problem with the probability η. We will
observe that β does not abort during the whole sim-
ulation, AI can forge the signature and the valid
certificateless signature (ID?, PKID? ,m?, δ′

?
=

(u′1
?
, u′2

?
, h′

?
)) satisfies R1

? = u1
?eH0(ID?)h

?

and
R1

? = u′1
?e
H0(ID?)h

′?
. In Partial-Private-Key-

Extract phase and Private-Key-Extract phase,
the probability of β does not abort is at most (1 −
ρ)qppk and (1−ρ)qp , respectively. In Signing phase,
the probability of no aborting is at most (1−ρ)qs/qH .
Thus, the probability of β does not abort in the sim-
ulation is at most (1−ρ)qppk+qp+qs (1−ρ) ·1/qH which
is maximized at ρ = 1−1/(qppk+qp+qs+1). That is
to say, the probability of β does not abort is at most
1/τ(qppk + qp + qs + 1), where τ denotes the base of
the natural logarithm. Therefore, the probability of

solving the RSA problem is η >
(qs+1)(qs+qH0

)ε

2lqHτ(qppk+qp+qs+1)
.

Theorem 2. In the random oracle model, if there ex-
ists a type II adversary AII , who is allowed to request at
most qH0

, qH Hash queries to random oracles H0 and
H, respectively, and qs Sign queries, can break the pro-
posed certificateless signature scheme with probability ε

and within a time bound τ , then there exists another al-
gorithm β who can make use of AII to solve the discrete
logarithm problem.

Proof. Suppose there exists a Type II adversary AII can
break the proposed scheme. We are going to construct an
adversary β that makes use of AII to solve the discrete
logarithm problem. Let us recall the discrete logarithm
problem: for a given number g ∈ Z∗n and (n, p, q), y is
a random number of Zn, its goal is to compute x which
satisfies y = gx mod n. In order to solve this problem,
β needs to simulate a challenge and the Secret-Key-
Extract queries, Hash queries and Sign queries for AII .
Thereby, β does in the following ways:

Setup: β maintains three listsH0-list, H-list and KeyList
which are initially empty. Let (e, n) be the system
parameters. The master secret key is d and satis-
fies ed ≡ 1 mod φ(n), and the master secret key d
and (p, q) are known for β, where n = pq. Choose
two hash functions H0 and H as random oracle. Let
PKID? = y be a challenged user U?’s public key and
ID? be the identity of the challenged user U?. Fi-
nally, β sends public parameters (e, d, n, g,H0, H) to
the adversary AII .

Queries: At any time, AII is allowed to access the fol-
lowing oracles in a polynomial number of times.
Then, β simulates the oracle queries of AII as fol-
lows:

1) H0-Hash Queries: AII can query this oracle
by given an identity ID. β randomly chooses
tID ∈ φ(n) to set H0(ID) = gtID and returns
it to AII , where φ(n) is the Euler totient func-
tion and can be obtained by p, q. Finally, add
(ID,H0(ID), tID) to the H0-list.

2) H-Hash Queries: In this process, AII can re-
quest at most qH Hash queries. For each query
(R1, R2, ID, PKID, m), β randomly chooses
kID ∈ {0, 1}l and sets H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,
m) = kID. Finally, return kID to AII and add
(R1, R2, ID, PKID, m, kID) to the H-list.

3) Public-Key-Request Queries: At any time,
AII can query the oracle by given an iden-
tity ID. If ID 6= ID?, β randomly chooses
xID ∈ φ(n) to compute PKID = H0(ID)xID ,
then add (ID, PKID = H0(ID)xID , xID) to
KeyList. Otherwise, β searches the H0-list for
(ID?, H0(ID?), tID?) and computes PKID? =
ytID? . And add the record (ID?, PKID? ,⊥) to
KeyList. Finally, send PKID to AII .

4) Private-Key-Extract Queries: When AII
makes this query with ID, if ID 6= ID?, β
searches (ID, PKID, xID) in the KeyList, and
computes dID = H0(ID)d. Then, AII returns
(dID, xID) to the adversary AII . If ID = ID?,
then β aborts it.
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Table 1: Performance analysis of proposed RSA based certificateless signature scheme
Process Running Time (s) Energy Consumption (mJ) ROM (KB) RAM (Static + Stack) (KB)

Sign 1.45 34.8 1.7 2.3
Verify 1.37 32.88 1.7 2.3

5) Sign Queries: For each query on an input
(m, ID), if ID 6= ID?, then β firstly obtains
private key associated with ID by Private-
Key-Extract queries on ID, then it produces
a signature by using the obtained private key.
If ID = ID?, then β computes as follows:

a. β randomly choose u1 ∈ Zn and h ∈ {0, 1}l,
u2 ∈ Zφ(n).

b. β computes R1 = u1
eH0(ID)h and R2 =

H0(ID)u2PKh
ID.

c. β searches whether (R1, R2, ID, PKID,m)
exists in the H-list. If it exists, then abort
it. Otherwise, β sets H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,
m) = h and adds H(R1, R2, ID, PKID, m,
h) in the H-list.

d. The resultant signature δ = (u1, u2, h) is
returned to AII .

Output: After all the queries, AII outputs a forgery
(ID?, PKID? ,m?, δ? = (u1

?, u2
?, h?)) and win this

game. It must satisfy the following conditions:

1) If δ? is a valid forgery, then h? =
H(R1

?, R2
?, PKID? , ID?,m) which is in the H-

list, where R1
? = u1

?eH0(ID?)h
?

and R2
? =

H0(ID?)u2
?

PKh?

ID?).

2) ID? is the challenger’s identity and H0() is
queried by ID?.

By applying Forking Lemma [22], after replaying AII
with the same random tape but different choices of
oracle H, β can obtain another valid certificateless
signature (ID?, PKID? ,m?, δ′

?
= (u′1

?
, u′2

?
, h′

?
)).

Then, they should satisfy R2
? = H0(ID?)u2PKh?

ID?

and R2
? = H0(ID?)u

′
2PKh′?

ID? . Thus, we have the
following relation:

H0(ID?)u2PKh?

ID? = H0(ID?)u
′
2PKh′?

ID?

(H0(ID?))u2−u′2 = PKh′?−h?

ID?

(g)tID? (u2−u′2) = yh
′?−h?

(g)tID? (u2−u′2)/h
′?−h?

= y.

Obviously, the discrete logarithm of y to the base g
is tID?(u2 − u′2)/h′

? − h?. It denotes that the dis-
crete problem can be solved by β. Obviously, it is in
contradiction to the difficulty of solving the discrete
logarithm problem.

4.2 Performance Analysis

The proposed RSA based CLS scheme has been eval-
uated for WSN based on few parameters like running
time and energy consumption, ROM and RAM includ-
ing static RAM and stack RAM. The results are shown
in Table 1. The scheme has been implemented on MICAz
platform [23] using TinyOS-2.1.1 [18] operating system
for embedded devices and RELIC-0.3.3 [4] cryptographic
library. The running time of the proposed scheme is 1.45
seconds and 1.37 seconds in sign and verify phase respec-
tively. The energy consumption is 34.8 milliJoules and
32.88 milliJoules in sign and verify phase respectively.
Further, the proposed scheme consumes 1.7 KB of ROM
and 2.3 KB of RAM (static and stack) excluding the space
used by cryptographic library.

5 Conclusion

RSA is a well defined industry implemented security ap-
proach. Also certificateless schemes have their own ben-
efits. In this paper, we proposed an RSA-based efficient
certificateless signature scheme and proved it to be secure
under some well-studied assumptions. We believe the new
scheme is more suitable for systems with low-bandwidth
channels and/or low-computation power making it suit-
able for WSN, on the basis of implementation results on
WSN environment.
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